Abstract. We provide experimental evidence of the distortion of a F profile by the presence of a CVD grown B box. After annealing, a depletion in the F profile is observed fitting the position of the immobile part of B profile. To study this phenomenon further experiments were designed and atomistic simulations were done using a recently developed F model. In this model F complexes with both Si interstitials (F-I) and vacancies (F-V) are included. The formation of Boron-Interstitial Clusters is found to reduce the local Si interstitials defect concentration. This feature may be responsible for the reported F distortion by the presence of a B box.
INTRODUCTION
The continuous scaling down of new generation devices has been for many years the driving force of microelectronics evolution. The reduction of dimensions may give rise to the appearance of short channel effects, which highly degrade device performance. The fabrication of ultra shallow junctions (USJ), in which a high concentration of electrically active dopants is confined in a very shallow area, prevents short channel effects. Coimplant of fluorine with boron, mainly in the form of BF 2 , has been widely used for USJ formation. The implantation of BF 2 molecular ions has two main advantages: equivalently low-energy implantation can be achieved due to the large mass number of BF 2 , and the BF 2 -implanted silicon surface may become amorphous reducing channeling and favoring B activation during solid phase epitaxial regrowth (SPER). The introduction of F has been proved to drastically reduce B diffusion [1, 2, 3] and to increase B activation [2] . The mechanisms underlying these effects have not been fully elucidated yet. Several theories have been proposed: a chemical interaction between B and F [4] , the formation of F-Vacancy (F-V) complexes acting as annihilation centers for Si interstitials and hence reducing B diffusion [5, 6] , or the trapping of Si interstitials by F atoms [2, 7] . In an amorphous layer the presence of F-V complexes after SPER seems to explain B reduced diffusion [8] but in crystalline Si the scenario is more complex due to the large variety of defects formed.
In this work we report some intriguing experimental results regarding F behavior in the presence of B: the distortion of a F profile by a B box grown by CVD. We combine new experiments and atomistic simulations to gain insight of this particular phenomenon. A good understanding of the interactions of F with B and defects in Si is a key factor to explain F beneficial effects on B.
EXPERIMENTAL
F, P and Sb were implanted in p-type <100> oriented Czochralski wafers. In some of the samples a B box approximately 60 nm wide and a peak concentration of 2×10 19 cm -3 had been grown by CVD. The B box is placed always beyond the mean projected ranged (R p ) of the implant. All samples were then annealed in a N 2 inert ambient using rapid thermal annealing. Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS)
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CREDIT LINE (BELOW) TO CVD grown B box centered approximately at 180 nm. Implant dose and energy were chosen to avoid amorphization and get similar damage distribution for both implants, according to TRIM simulations. All wafers were annealed for 60 s at 850 ºC.
SIMULATION MODEL
In our simulation scheme implantation cascades are simulated with the binary collision approximation computer code MARLOWE [9] , and the defect evolution with the kinetic nonlattice Monte Carlo diffusion code DADOS [10] . After each implant cascade the coordinates of the Si interstitials (I´s), vacancies (V´s) and implanted ions are transferred to DADOS. Point defects may interact and form several kinds of defects ranging from small clusters to extended defects. Amorphization is modeled by using the defect known as Bond defect or IV pair [11, 12] . Dopant diffusion, precipitation and activation are also considered in DADOS. For boron, a detailed boroninterstitial clustering model is included [13] .
We have implemented a F model which includes the main features of F regarding diffusion and clustering. The experimentally reported fast diffusion of F is modeled by considering the interstitial F (F i ) diffusion. According to ab-initio calculations the activation energy for F i diffusion is 0.4 eV [14] . F i is annihilated at the surface, what generates a gradient from the bulk to the surface. This fact leads to an effective surface-oriented F diffusion and produces F out-gassing.
Our model also includes the formation of immobile F-V and F-I complexes, whose energies are based on those of V´s and I´s clusters and in the case of F-V complexes also based on ab-initio calculations [15] . The observed F accumulation at V´s rich regions can be modeled by F-V complexes [16, 17] , whereas F-I complexes may account for the experimental reports of F trapping at end of range defects and around Rp [18, 19] . In short, a complete F model has been developed, including F i as the diffusing species and the formation of F-I and F-V complexes, reproducing the main features of F behavior.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

keV 2×10
15 cm -2 F was implanted over a 2×10 19 cm -3 CVD grown B box. F and B profiles after annealing at 900 °C for 60 s are shown in figure 1 . The as-implanted and the as-grown profiles for F and B respectively are also included for reference. Several things are remarkable in this figure. There is a F accumulation at the shallow part of the profile and also around R p . The formation of F complexes with V´s or I´s is considered to be responsible for F retention. The shallow peak of F in the plot may be related to F-V complexes formation, since this region is known to be rich in V´s [16, 17] . Si I´s are predominant around Rp and beyond. The high concentration of F atoms and Si I´s at this zone may favor F-I complexes formation and the existence of the F peak at R p [19] .
But the most intriguing feature is the distortion of the F profile by the presence of B: F atoms seem to have been ejected from the B box. A closer look at the figure reveals that this phenomenon seems to be restricted to the immobile region of B profile. This region is assumed to be related to the existence of boron-interstitial clusters (BIC´s). Thus, there may be a connection between the depletion in the F profile and the existence of BIC´s. To check whether BIC´s formation distorts the profiles of other implanted species we designed a new set of experiments. The layout is similar to the previous one: an ion implantation is done over a CVD grown B box and then the sample is annealed. Two different species were implanted: P, which diffuses via I´s, and Sb, which diffuses via V´s. SIMS data of the 75 keV 1.8×10 14 cm -2 P implant after annealing at 850 ºC 60 s are plotted in figure 2. There is a slight P accumulation at the immobile part of the B profile but it is very small and it is difficult to say at this stage whether this is significant. FIGURE 2. Experimental P and B profiles after annealing at 850 °C for 60s. 1.8×10
14 cm -2 75 keV P was implanted over a 2×10 19 cm -3 CVD grown B box.
FIGURE 3.
Experimental Sb and B profiles after annealing at 850 °C for 60s. 5.2×10 13 cm -2 215 keV Sb was implanted over a 2×10 19 cm -3 CVD grown B box. Sb profile is not altered by the presence of B in these experimental conditions.
5.2×10
13 cm -2 Sb was implanted at 215 keV and annealed at 850ºC for 60 s. Concentration profiles of Sb and B are plotted in figure 3 . As we can see Sb is not influenced by the presence of B. Sb is a heavy ion and diffuses slowly. The annealing conditions may not be the optimal ones to observe some effect on Sb distribution.
Since experiments are not conclusive we use simulations to try to gain insight of this phenomenon.
For this purpose we use a kinetic Monte Carlo code, called DADOS, in which we have implemented a F model. As kinetic Monte Carlo simulators do not solve differential equations we can consider many different interactions for F-I and F-V complexes. Other models are also included in the simulations, such as damage generation and defect evolution and a detailed B diffusion and clustering model.
In our simulations we have reproduced the same conditions as in the experiment of Figure 1 . Impurities and defects profiles after temperature ramp-up at 900 ºC are plotted in figure 4 . It can be seen that voids (V m ) and F-V complexes are present close to the surface whereas 311 defects (I m ) and F-I complexes are predominant around Rp and deeper. However in BIC´s region there are no I´s defects. Upon annealing most of V´s and I´s generated during the implant recombine, leaving an excess of V´s at shallow regions, whereas I´s are predominant over the rest of the profile. F complexes need point defects to grow and stabilize. Thus, F-V and F-I complexes are present where V´s and I´s are predominant, respectively. In the B region, B cluster formation traps Si I´s. In fact, BIC´s and I´s extended defects (such as 311´s) compete for I´s. BIC´s formation has been found to suppress the growth of 311´s defects [20] . This may explain the lack of extended defects at the immobile part of the B box in our simulations. Figure 5 reports simulated F and B distributions after annealing at 900ºC for 60s and the as-implanted and as-grown profiles for comparison, respectively. We can see that simulations reproduce the depletion in the F profile at BIC´s position. During annealing F atoms are released from F complexes in the B box 
CONCLUSIONS
We report experimental data showing a distortion in the F profile by the presence of B, when F is implanted over a CVD grown B box. A depletion in the F profile is formed fitting the position of the immobile part of B distribution. P and Sb profiles after ion implantation in similar conditions were not noticeable altered by B. We used atomistic simulations to analyze the influence of the B box on the F profile. A F model was implemented that includes F i diffusion and the formation of F-I and F-V complexes. Simulations revealed that BIC´s region has a low I´s defect density as a result of B clustering process. The trapping of F atoms released from F complexes at I´s defects outside this zone may explain the F profile distortion by the presence of the B box. Concentration (at/cm -3 ) Depth (nm)
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